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Vincent 2024-08-08 follow the journey of vincent van gogh s revolutionary and deeply turbulent life in a unique

graphic novel format

A Memoir of Vincent van Gogh 2018-04-03 the general outlines of vincent van gogh s life the early difficulties in

holland and paris the revelatory impact of the move to provence the attacks of madness and despair that led to his

suicide are almost as familiar as his paintings yet neither the paintings nor van gogh s story might have survived at

all had it not been for his sister in law the teacher translator and socialist jo van gogh bonger jo married the painter s

brother theo in 1889 and over the next two years lived through the deaths of both vincent and her new husband left

with an infant son she inherited little save a cache of several hundred paintings and an enormous archive of letters

advised to consign these materials to an attic she instead dedicated her life to making them known over the next

three decades she tirelessly promoted vincent s art organizing major exhibitions and compiling and editing the

correspondence the first edition of which included as a preface her account of van gogh s life this short biography

written from a vantage point of familial intimacy affords a revealing and at times heartbreaking testimony to the

painter s perilous life an introduction by the art critic and scholar martin gayford provides an insightful discussion of

the author s relationship with the van goghs while abundant color illustrations throughout the book trace the

development of the painter s signature style

A Short Biography of Vincent Van Gogh 2017-05-11 an interesting and concise biography of dutch post impressionist

painter vincent van gogh suitable for young adults and adults and presented in a beautiful little hardcover edition

Van Gogh 2011-10-18 new york times bestseller the definitive biography for decades to come leo jansen curator the

van gogh museum and co editor of vincent van gogh the complete letters steven naifeh and gregory white smith who

galvanized readers with their pulitzer prize winning biography of jackson pollock have written another tour de force

an exquisitely detailed compellingly readable portrait of vincent van gogh working with the full cooperation of the van

gogh museum in amsterdam naifeh and smith have accessed a wealth of previously untapped materials to bring a

crucial understanding to the larger than life mythology of this great artist his early struggles to find his place in the

world his intense relationship with his brother theo and his move to provence where he painted some of the best

loved works in western art the authors also shed new light on many unexplored aspects of van gogh s inner world

his erratic and tumultuous romantic life his bouts of depression and mental illness and the cloudy circumstances

surrounding his death at the age of thirty seven though countless books have been written about van gogh no

serious ambitious examination of his life has been attempted in more than seventy years naifeh and smith have re

created van gogh s life with an astounding vividness and psychological acuity that bring a completely new and

sympathetic understanding to this unique artistic genius named one of the best books of the year by the new york

times book review the washington post the wall street journal san francisco chronicle npr the economist newsday

bookreporter in their magisterial new biography van gogh the life steven naifeh and gregory white smith provide a



guided tour through the personal world and work of that dutch painter shining a bright light on the evolution of his art

what the authors capture so powerfully is van gogh s extraordinary will to learn to persevere against the odds

michiko kakutani the new york times brilliant steven naifeh and gregory white smith are the big game hunters of

modern art history van gogh rushes along on a tide of research at once a model of scholarship and an emotive pacy

chunk of hagiography martin herbert the daily telegraph london

Stranger on the Earth; a Psychological Biography of Vincent Van Gogh 1972 the personality of vincent van gogh 1853

1890 a 9th century combination of dropout rebel and genius and the source of his enormous achievement continue

to fascinate people as deeply as his vivid wildly painted canvasses of sunflowers peasants and starry nights in this

first and only in depth study of the relationship between van gogh s psychological development and his art albert j

lubin clinical professor of psychiatry emeritus at stanford university and a practicing psychoanalyst draws on the

tremendous wealth of information available about van gogh to explore his personal conflicts in the context of the

forces that molded him familial historical cultural religious artistic and literary dr lubin approaches van gogh not as a

mysterious mix of sick eccentric and martyred artist but as a complete man who transformed his suffering into a

phenomenal body of work lubin s daring psychological insights and art criticism create a compelling portrait that

allows us to better understand and more fully appreciate van gogh s artistic triumph over his inner torment

Vincent Van Gogh 2012-06-01 written from the heart and without restraint alive the new york times vincent van gogh

the great but tormented artist bared his tortured yet ecstatic soul in his letters to his confidant and companion his

beloved brother theo these letters reveal the man behind such masterpieces as the starry night and the bedroom a

desperate man whose quest for love became a flight into madness and for whom every day was a fight for life irving

stone acclaimed author of lust for life and other remarkable biographic novels has collected vincent van gogh s

fascinating letters to theo here we see the great artist as a human being as well as a man with an appointment with

destiny van gogh is a man struggling with doubts and fears beset by poverty and mental illness but also a painter

who dares to break all the rules of academic art to create priceless masterpieces never honored during his lifetime

he was part of the coterie of great artists of his day while as the same time an intimate of aging streetwalkers these

letters are outpourings of his soul that paint a vibrant self portrait in words equal to the intensity and emotion his

painting created this is the personal story of a legend

Dear Theo 1995-09-01 a dual biography of brothers vincent and theo van gogh

Vincent and Theo Van Gogh 1990 traces the life of the dutch artist and discusses his insanity and his closeness with

his brother theo

Vincent Van Gogh 1987 the inside story of the legendary actor s 65 year career from radio to classic movies and

horror films to broadway and his family life entertaining and touching the new york times

Vincent Price: A Daughter's Biography 2018-09-12 fictional version of the life of the painter van gogh



Lust for Life 1937 an introduction to the life and art of the nineteenth century dutch painter

Vincent Van Gogh 1954 an illustrated biography of vincent van gogh one of the most important artists of all time

Vincent Van Gogh 2014 dutch postimpressionist vincent van gogh became famous for his use of color distinctive

brushstrokes and thick paint in his paintings of peasant life nature scenes landscapes and self portraits this

biography discusses van gogh s childhood education missionary work early struggles with perspective and proportion

influence of artists camille corot and jean francois millet introduction to oil painting support from his brother theo time

in arles with artist paul gauguin influence of japanese prints and travels through belgium england and france

sidebars a glossary an index and a phonetics section accompany easy to read text and full color reproductions of

van gogh s artwork including portrait of the artist without his beard vincent s bedroom in arles the potato eaters

starry night and the red vineyard

Portrait of Vincent 1955 digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of life of st vincent de paul by f a

forbes digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been

carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks

digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world

literature

Vincent Van Gogh 2006-08-15 i have a more or less irresistible passion for books vincent van goghvincent van gogh

1853 1890 was famously driven by his passion for god for art and for books vincent s life with books is examined

here chapter by chapter from his early adulthood when he considered becoming a pastor to his decision to be a

painter to the end of his life he moved from holland to paris to provence at each moment ideas he encountered in

books defined and guided his thoughts and his life vincent s letters to his brother refer to at least 200 authors books

and readers whether dreaming or deeply absorbed are frequent subjects of his paintings vincent not only read fiction

he also knew many works of art from detailed descriptions and illustrations in monographs biographies and museum

guides always keeping up to date he never missed the latest literary and artistic magazines this thought provoking

and original study takes the reader on an artistic literary journey through vincent s discoveries his favourite authors

and best loved books revealing a continuous dialogue between his own work the artists and the authors who

inspired him and giving life to his comment books and reality and art are the same kind of thing for me

Life of St. Vincent de Paul 2022-09-04 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is

part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of

america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity

individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading

experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original



graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and

thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Vincent's Books 2020-06-18 profiles the turbulent life of vincent van gogh from his birth in the netherlands through

his attempts to be a clergyman to his years of painting and finally to his death in auvers sur oise near paris an ala

notable book reprint

The Heroic Life of Saint Vincent de Paul; a Biography 1932 presents a life of the dutch painter who was afflicted with

emotional problems and who sold only one painting in his lifetime but whose work became world famous after his

death

The Heroic Life of Saint Vincent De Paul; a Biography 2021-09-09 a colorfully illustrated pocket size picture book

biography of famed artist vincent van gogh vincent van gogh one of the most important figures in western art is

renowned for his post impressionist paintings though he was extraordinarily prolific producing 2 100 artworks in his

lifetime he was only posthumously recognized as an artistic genius many people saw him as a madman and he is

famous for having severed part of his own left ear his tortured life is just as captivating as his artworks which went

on to achieve widespread success pocket bios are full of personality introducing readers to fascinating figures from

history with simple storytelling and cheerful illustrations titles include men and women from history exploration the

sciences the arts the ancient world and more

Vincent Van Gogh 2003-01-14 louis xiv was the greatest of all french monarchs coming to the throne at the age of

five he ruled for 72 years and presided over the finest flourishing of french culture and one of its greatest periods of

expansionist and military glory this biography uses contemporary sources to examine the sort of monarch louis xiv

really was the book provides an overview of the entire civilization inspired by and reflecting the glory of the sun king

and so while the character of louis himself remains in the foreground artists like racine moliere lully and mansart the

architect of versailles share the middle ground with politicians such as cardinal mazarin and courtiers such as the

king s mistress louise de la valliere vincent cronin s gracefully written biography of le roi soleil founded on cronin s

deep knowledge of this period of french history provides an illuminating portrait of the king and his court

Vincent Van Gogh 2008-07 published in 1959 this book is what vincent price called his visual autobiography the story

of his life through his 48th year as seen through the lens of his greatest passion the visual arts peppered with lively

stories about both his art collecting and advocacy as well as his career as an actor i like what i know is written in an

approachable and entertaining style capturing what has drawn fans to vincent price throughout his distinguished 65

year career and in the two decades since his death in 1993

Pocket Bios: Vincent van Gogh 2019-03-19 a fictional biography of life and times of the artist vincent van gogh

The Day the World Turned Blue 1983-01-01 beautifully told this is the true story of the relationship between brothers

theo and vincent van gogh



Louis XIV 1996 a gorgeous lyrical picture book biography of vincent van gogh by the caldecott honor team behind

the noisy paint box vincent can t sleep out out out he runs flying through the garden marigold geranium blackberry

raspberry past the church with its tall steeple down rolling hills and sandy paths meant for sheep he dives at last into

the velvety violet heath snuggles under a blanket of sapphire sky and looks up up up to visit with the stars vincent

van gogh often found himself unable to sleep and wandered under starlit skies those nighttime experiences provided

the inspiration for many of his paintings including his most famous the starry night van gogh sold only one painting in

his lifetime but he continued to pursue his unique vision and ultimately became one of the most beloved artists of all

time from the same team behind the caldecott honor book the noisy paint box vincent can t sleep is a stunning book

that offers insight into the true meaning of creativity and commitment praise for the noisy paint box even those who

aren t inspired to visit a museum will take away the lesson of kandinsky s life listen to what excites you and follow its

call the new york times rosenstock s prose strikes a balance between lightheartedness and lyricism grandpré s

paintings conjure up an entire epoch breathing life into all the characters publishers weekly starred the rich word

choice is a delight pistachio cobalt and saffron introduce readers to colors while hissing blaring and whispering

reveal the sounds of the colors this is a beautiful blend of colors music and life booklist starred a rich accomplished

piece about a pioneer in the art world kirkus reviews starred the book offers diverse potential for different types of

study whether one is reading for information or for pleasure outstanding school library journal starred

I Like What I Know 2016-10-18 this book is a biography of the life and work of st vincent de paul de paul founded

both the congregation of the mission and the sisters of charity the biography provides an insight into the life and

work of this important figure in the history of the catholic church and is an excellent read for those interested in

religious history this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge

base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other

nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has

a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be

preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation

process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Lust for Life 2013 combines van gogh s paintings with his own words describing each work of art and introducing

young readers to the concept of color

Vincent and Theo 2017-04-18 vincent van gogh a vincent van gogh biography vincent van gogh is one of the world s

most well known and revered artists few people in the western world have not heard his name and most will

recognise his face from one of his many self portraits or the numerous artistic representations of him on screen his

red beard prominent cheekbones and expressive eyes make him a face that few can forget many of his paintings

are instantly recognisable and reproductions of his most famous works hang in public buildings workplaces and



homes all over the world the starry night sunflowers portrait of dr gachet café terrace at night and the wheatfields

paintings are some of the most widely reproduced images in the world in fact van gogh regularly comes up at the

top of lists of the most famous and important artists to have ever lived few artists who came after van gogh would

fail to acknowledge the legacy of his work and the impact it had on the progression of art in the twentieth century

which he barely lived to see

Vincent Can't Sleep: Van Gogh Paints the Night Sky 2017-10-03 i wanted to find a napoleon i could picture as a

living breathing man vincent cronin superbly realises his objective in this probably the finest of all modern

biographies of napoleon it is generally accepted as the author s masterpiece

The Life of St. Vincent De Paul: Founder of the Congregation of the Mission, and of the Sisters of Charity 2023-07-18

this is the only volume to showcase full color reproductions of all of vincent van gogh s self portraits plus rare

photographs of the artist excerpts from van gogh s writings and commentary from a noted art historian complement

each image making this a uniquely insightful pictorial and literary biography full color illustrations

Vincent's Colors 2005-09-29 martin scorsese s current position in the international film community is unrivaled and

his name has become synonymous with the highest standards of filmmaking excellence he is widely considered

america s best living film director and his taxi driver and raging bull appear frequently on worldwide surveys of the

best films of all time here in the first biographical account of this artist s life vincent lobrutto traces scorsese s italian

american heritage his strict catholic upbringing the continuing role of religion in his life and art his obsessive love of

cinema history and the powerful impact that the streets of new york city had on his personal life and his professional

career meanwhile the filmmaker s humble soft spoken public persona tells only part of the story and lobrutto will

delve into the other side of a complex and often tortured personality scorsese s intense passion his private

relationships his stormy marriages and his battles with drugs and depression are all chronicled here and in many

cases for the first time in addition the book includes an interview with the director as well as filmographies cataloging

his work as a director producer actor and presenter as his best director award at the 2007 oscars clearly

demonstrated scorsese has become something like hollywood royalty in recent years finally enjoying the insider

status and favor that eluded him for most of his career but these recent developments aside scorsese is also notable

as a distinctly american type of artist one whose work created in a medium largely controlled by commercialism and

marketing has always been unmistakably his own and who thus remains a touchstone of artistic integrity in american

cinema in martin scorsese a biography readers can examine not only the work of one of the form s genuine artists

but also the forces that have propelled the man behind it

Vincent Van Gogh 2018-09-10 from van gogh s letters and from the implications of his paintings meier graefe has

drawn the materials for this dramatic interpretation of the life of the dutch post impressionist whose disordered and

tragic personality found its only expression in his pictures



Napoleon 1971 part of the encore film book classics series this is a reprint of the original text to vincent price

unmasked by james robert parish and steven whitney long known to movie fans as the king of horror vincent price

once reflected i sometimes feel that i m impersonating the dark unconscious of the whole human race i know this

sounds sick but i love it over the decades he appeared in such notable screen thrillers as tower of london house of

wax the fly the tingler pit and the pendulum the abominable dr phibes and madhouse but the real life vincent price

was also the personification of a complete renaissance man who insisted a man who limits his interests limits his life

this is the fascinating story behind the actor who became one of the most cultured and popular men of his time from

his appearances in more than 100 films and thousands of radio and tv shows the actor is well known however he

also authored best selling art books lectured extensively on art and history supervised the purchase of thousands of

works of fine arts wrote gourmet cookbooks and served on the indian arts crafts board vincent price unmasked is the

engrossing portrait of this multi faceted highly talented celebrity completing this illuminating narrative is an annotated

filmography

Dear Theo 1950 rejected in their day by painters critics and collectors the visions of vincent van gogh now rank

among the most beloved and influential works in the history of western art the artist sold only a single painting in his

lifetime despite an abundant oeuvre of more than 2 000 artworks today his paintings fetch tens of millions at auction

and visitors from around the world flock to amsterdam s van gogh museum the artist s life of grinding poverty his

severe mental illness and the derision of his contemporaries combined to form a romantic ideal of the tortured artist

twenty three years after van gogh s suicide in the wake of his slowly growing fame the painter s sister published this

memoir an intimate view of the artist s life art and philosophy the book is illustrated with reproductions of several of

van gogh s most characteristic works including portraits and landscapes

St. Vincent de Paul 1999 i really do not know how to greet this man so i simply extend my hand he takes it and then

pulls me into an embrace that lasts several long moments as my head rests against his jacket i find myself weeping

and through that sound i hear the steady beat of maya s heart in his chest writes eleanor vincent in this moving

story about love loss and renewal maya eleanor s elder daughter was a high spirited and gifted young woman at age

nineteen she mounted a horse bareback on a dare and in a crushing cantilever fall was left in a coma from which

she never recovered eleanor s life was turned upside down as she struggled to make the painful decision about

maya s fate ultimately eleanor chose to donate maya s organs maya s heart was given to a man with a young family

who needed a new heart to live as time went by eleanor contacted and struck up a friendship with the heart recipient

family swimming with maya is about the unique and complicated relationship between mothers and daughters it also

explores how through organ donation a relationship can continue to exist beyond the grave changing many lives in

vivid language eleanor vincent illuminates how courage radical generosity and letting go can heal a devastating loss
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